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SALERNO INFESTED WITH GANGSTERS

By A# B. AUSTIN, Representing the combined Press

Salerno, September 13

Salerno, just now, is a port with a respectable middle class waiter front and

suburbs infested with murdering gangsters* If you climb up to the suburbs of

Salerno along the foot of the hills you get a very clear idea of what the Germans

are trying to do in this part of the Italian campaign* At Headquarters, when we

asked, they said "Of course, it's all right to stay in Salerno. We've had the

place for three days." So- we chose an empty villa close up under the hills. Its

owners had left nothing but toys behind - toy horses and dolls in every cupboard,

picture books on every shelf.

The small triangle of paved garden was cool. Dahlias grew under the vines

shading the marble scats and the goldfish pond. You could stand and. sluice yourself

on the cold stones getting rid of the grime of cramped sailing and dusty camps*

A whole Italian family came to sweep and tidy. As they left at dusk the father

said pointing to the hills, "Germans up there". We nodded complacently. So were

the infantry. A quiet night’s sleep seemed possible. About midnight the driver

came in from the truck in which long habit makes him prefer to sleep* Tonight he

said he preferred the houses.

For ten minutes he had. been welching someone in a neighbouring house firing
tracer bullets down into the town* No sooner had. he said it than we were all wide

awake. There, close at hand, was the crack and rattle of automatic weapons* From

the upper windows you could see nothing but moonlight flooding the housetops and the

hills but still the crack and rattle went on, now on one side, now on the other.

Later a few shells came over aimed luckily at some target lower down in the

town. The shelling and the crack and rattle went on monotonously all night. After

the first alarm it became obvious that the enemy were too busy to go searching stray
villas. Finally we all went to sleep again and ’woke in broad daylight to hear the

firing just as loud and continuous.

A platoon of men were dodging up the road and into other streets. The Jerries

they said would keep trickling in. They had a job to keep the net close enough*
Italians down the street said that five Germans had filed past them in the small

hours. "Oh yes" they said Icier at Headquarters, "a German patrol did get into

Salerno last night* They keep prodding here and there to find a soft spot for a

counter-attack*"

The patrol must have chosen a tall building near our villa from which to cover

its men as they felt their way down the outer streets# In the morning a German

battalion chose the hills above this side of Salerno as the best spot for its own

counter-attack# In the afternoon we were pushing them back again fighting east up

the road towards San Severino under cover of the largest number of guns that have so

far been used, in this invasion, an artillery concentration, as usual, far stronger than

anything the Germans ever bring to bear. That is how it goes#

Imagine a semi-circle of very stoop, tree clod rocky hills with the bones of old

castles jutting from them* Through their deep valleys and gorges run the roads out of

Salerno, one to Naples, the others east and south-east* Over these hills and up

those valleys- our infantry are thrusting*

This kind of hill warfare, as Tunisia and Sicily proved, needs very large numbers

of infantry. A whole brigade is not too much for a. single medium hill because

every enemy machine-gun nest and mortar site and anti-tank gun has to be destroyed

separately* It is the slowest and most exhausting of all kinds of fighting*

The Germans, on the other hand, do not just sit on the hilltops waiting for us to

come and get them* Their plan seems to be to try to hold us In the Salerno semi—circle

and further south while they withdraw their more valuable forces up the east coast*

They know that attack is the best form of defence in those hills but they do not keep
on butting their heads too long at any particular place.>

Having foaled to push us back through the Vietri gorge,thanks to a 48 hour stand

by Commandos, they thrust here and there till they could find a weaker spot in our line*

Hence the little disturbance round our villa, and other disturbances which will go on

happening here and there round the semi-circle until our strength grows sufficient for

a decisive push through. In steep,wood covered,hill country like this it is not diff-
cult to slip past your enemy. Not even the strongest infantry force can keep a com-

pletely closed line up and down those slopes. We cannot break through till the

infantry have opened a way to the plains beyond and the infantry have hard uphill
work ahead of them yet. MINISTRY OF INFORMATION


